Vincent BOURY Consultant –
High level Paralympic athlete
Vincent had a sport accident when he was 18, since then he is tetraplegic and needs a
wheel chair. Vincent has changed this unfortunate situation into a huge strength in live. He
has an amazing sport career as an international and Paralympic athlete. He won a gold
medal at the table tennis Paralympics in Beijing in 2008! He has also been on expeditions
all around the world: Atacama’s desert (Altiplano in Chile) and part way to Compostela.
Vincent has invested himself in the creation of mobility items and has been a mountain
wheelchair test driver for many years.
In his professional life, Vincent is a coach. He often speaks for groups about performance,
resilience, group cohesion and optimism. He works with children, teenagers and adults to
help them to achieve themselves in their lives but also in sport! Some of them are
disabled. In his spare time, Vincent goes in schools to meet the pupils and share about
disability and sport. He enjoys teaching through game.
He is inspired by Bhutan and has been dreaming of coming over for more than 20 years
now.

“All about sharing »

Myriam CAPELLI
Nurse, firefighter
Myriam has been a Nurse for the past 30 years. She provides medical
care to people in their own homes and works in an elderly home. In her
spare time, she is a volunteer at the local fire brigade and takes care of
people in vital destress and emergency situations. She also is a member
of the French organization for the fireman’s orphans. This organization
aims to help children who have lost one of their parents while an
emergency intervention.
During the Bhutanese trip, she will take care of Vincent BOURY and
provide his daily medical cares and take part in the sportive events.

“Guardian Angel »

Marion BARAN-MARSZAK
Doctor, mountain specialist
Marion is a medical doctor. She has also a degree in mountain emergency medical
help. When she started her carrier, she was invested in the blood donors mission in
the Alps. The collected blood is used to save people’s lives. Later on, she
experienced for many years, working with the disabled adults and children. She has
experienced working in physical, social and psychiatric rehabilitation. She is
devoted to helping people and improving their quality of life.
Today, she wants to make the most of her experience and share her knowledge.
She is taking part in this expedition because she is interested in the integration of
the disabled people in society and would like to be inspired by the GNH. She is also
sportive and likes going hiking with the disabled.

“Vertical Doctor”

Sébastien CROIX
Psycho-practitioner, teacher
Sebastien is a communication teacher and coach. He helps people who have
been going through physical, psychological or professional trauma. He uses
their strengths and qualities to begin, succeed and achieve their projects and
go above obstacles. Convinced that mankind can change, he helps managers
and teams in their development to do better and live better. Sebastien also
has an invisible disability due to a car accident.
In his spare time, Sebastien is invested in children’s education and organizes
school swaps in between children open on different cultures and languages.
He would love for French and Bhutanese children to meet.
Sebastien is always ready to carry the “Joelette” and share quality moments.

“ Meaningful “

Lise MOREL
Social worker
Her recent missions covered the following areas :
Child supervision, implementation and follow-up of educational project and
animation project, working with autistic children and children with
disabilities, social help with « ADONF » association, community manager for
environmental associations, workshops with the NGO about wild life animal
protection (monkeys, birds), etc.
Living in the Alps, she loves people, especially children. Her natural skills
such as empathy, listening, adaptability, perseverance and patience are real
added values to the group.

“ Positive »

Guillaume VALLOT
Sport teacher, reportage maker
Guillaume has several lives : Sport teacher, movie maker, topos and book
writer, mountainer and adventurer.
He knows and helps Vincent since almost 30 years in mountain and
accessibility projects. He is one the very few summiters of the Mount
Everest. Travelling through all 5 continents has enabled him to open to the
world. These past few years, he has focused his work on human values,
discovery and learning from each other.
He is a reassuring handyman with a sense of organization and a great sense
of friendship His « quiet Force » and his expertise in mountaineering will be
very hepfull for Vincent and all the team.

“ Mountaineer »

